
STRTES 4 Lro
CS2000 Cable Stripper
Operating Instructions

SET-LP:- CS2000

The Model CS2000 requires partial assembly upon receipt.
The following items will be included:-

Main Stripping Unit
Handle Assembly (inc large washer & nut)
Stripping Length Stop Assembly (inc rod and strip length
stop with screw)
Perspex Guard

.Blade Opening Lever
2 Allen Keys
I Set ofStripping Blades ofyour choice

First assemble the handle to the main unit. To do this, tum
the unit on its side. and screw the handle into the large threaded
hole in the control block (drawg nos 43), making sure the nut and
rvasher are fitted on first. Screw the handle until at least l5mm (the
further the better) of the thread is engaged. Tighten the large lock
nut securely against the control block to hold the handle in place.

Set the unit on the bench with the handle to the right. Install
the strip length rod into the threaded hole on the left front ofthe
unit. Tighten the rod using the locknut making sure the flat along
the length ofthe rod is in a vertical position. Slide the strip length
stop onto the rod to the desired position and tighten using the
rvrench provided.

Install the Blade Opening Handle (Drawg nos 34) into the
left or right hand blade carrier using the smallest allen wrench.

Next install the blades. To do this remove the socket head
screws from the two blade carriers, using the wrench provided.
Slide one blade into each carrier, with the countersink on the die
blades facing the cable grippers. Check that each blade is fully
seated on the bottom ofits blade carrier. Re-install the blade holder
screws but leave loose. Pull the handle back slightly until the blades
close. Adjust the blades for the desired spacing. Die blades should
come together for the best stripping performance, but may be
separated to allow for variations in cable sizes. Centre the opening
ofthe die blades directly above the cable height adjuster (drawg nos
30) Ifusing straight blades, centre the opening using the cable
height adjuster as a guide.

After all adjustments have been made, tighten the blade
carrier screws securely. Return the handle to its starting position,
and note that the blades now open automatically at the end of each
stripping cycle. The blade opening lever is not required when the
unit is used in the automatic mode, and it may be removed form the
blade carriers using the smallest allen wrench. Ifdesired for precise
stripping or operator preference, the unit may be set to a manual
mode so that the blades remain permanently closed and are opened
by the operator via the use of the blade opening lever.

To set the unit in the manual mode, tip it on its side, and
refering to the the exploded parts diagram, remove the plates and
screws shown as in numbers 65,38 and 39 on the drawing. The unit
will now function with the blades permanently closed, and the
blades are now opened manually using the blade opening lever. The
lever may be mounted on either blade carrier and the angle adjusted
for operator comfort.

Bolt the unit securely to the bench with the handle to the
right. Install the perspex guard by removing the two front and two
middle screws on the sides of the slide plate. The guard should be
positioned with the angle over the blades. Re-install the screws and
tighten. Place the two adjusting wrenches in the correspondin-e holes
in the right front of the unit for convenience.

OPERATION: - CS2000
Insert the wire or cable to be stripped, between the clamps

and blades up to the strip length stop. Ifthe unit is being used in the
automatic mode, the cable height adjuster may be used to help
centre the wire or cable properly on the blades. Use the smallest
allen wrench and insert it under each blade to loosen the two grub
screws holding the cable height adjuster (Drawg nos 30). Pull up on
the adjuster to the desired height and re-tighten the screws. Ifthe
unit is being used in the manual mode, the use of the cable height
adjuster is not necessary. Centre the wire or cables directly in the
blades.

To strip, pull the handle back all the way and return it to the
start position. (Sometimes the faster the pull the cleaner the strip)
If the desired strip length is longer than what can be achieved with
one pull, simply cycle again until the slug is removed. NOTE: The
ability to use multiple cycling to remove the slug is dependent on
the cable construction and strip length.

MAINTENA|ICE:- CS2000
The CS2000 should be cleaned or dusted off DAILY to prevent
chalk build up, apart from that periodically and lightly lubricate all
moving parts with machine oil or a light grease. No other mainte-
nance should be required.

TROIIBLE SHOOTING:- CS2000

PROBLEM: Wire/Cable does not sfrip.
SOLUTIONS:
l. Check that the blades are the correct size and type for the wire/

cable.
2. Check that the blades are properly installed, see earlier.
3. Check that the blade carrier screws are securely tightened.

PROBLEM: Handle becomes loose.
SOLUTION:
l. Securely tighten lock nut against control block.

PROBLEM: Strip length stop will not slide on rod.
SOLUTION:
l. Check rod for burrs, remove & clean if necessary.

PROBLEM: Cable Grippers leaye marks on cable.
SOLUTION:
l. Try shrinking down on grippers some heatshrink or fabric

emery cloth etc.
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UK7007/29 Blades (not shown)
UK7030 - Cable Height Adjuster
UK7031 -Cam Bar
UK7032 - Slide Plate Clamp
UK7033 - Shoulder Bolt
UK7034 - Blade Opening Handle
UK7036 - Spring Post
UK7037 - Cable Gripper
UK7038 - Plate
UK7039 - Block
UK7040 - Drive Pin
UK7041 - Gear
UK7042 - Slide Plate
UK7043 - Control Block
UK7044 - Main Casting
UK7045 - Blade Carrier
UK7046 - Post
UK7047 - Spring Post
ZSSB1240 - Shoulder Bolt
UK7049 - Handle
UK7050 - Roller Cam
UK705l - Length Stop Rod (N/S)
UK7052 - Perspex Guard (N/S)
UK7053 - Length Stop (N/S)
ZSH0612 - Length Stop Lock Bolt (N/S)
ZNF06 - Length Stop Locknut (N/S)

EXPLODBD VIEW OF PARTS FOR THB CS2OOO CABLE STRIPPER

SERIES 4 LTD, TOTTON, HANTS, SO40 3WX
Tcl:- (02380) 866377

WBC06 - Lenglh Stop Lock Bolt Cover (N/S)
UK7062 - Post A!)
UK7063 - Clamp Spring Left
UK7064 - Clamp Spring Right
ZSH0425 - Screw
ZSPP0410 - Screw
ZDU1 - Bush
ZCET'I -Circlio
UK7069 - Nut
ZSG0304 - Grub Screw
ZNF10 - Nut
ZWFI0 - Washer
ZSPP0410 - Screw
ZNF04 - Nut
ZWF04 - Washer
ZRP01 . Pin
WSPEXOl - Spring
WSPEXO2-Spring
UK7080 - Handle Grip
ZWF16 - Washer
WAKSSO - Large Adjusting Wrench (N/S)
WAKS15 - SmallAdjusting Wrench (N/S)
ZSH0616 - Blade Clamp Screw
UK7085 - Serial Nos Label
UK7086 - Cable Gripper L. Hand SN 1 15+
UK7087 - Cable Gripper R. Hand SN 115+
(N/s)= -NotShown
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GS2000 Final Packins & Gheck List

1 x  Ma in  Body . . . r r . . . r . r , ! r r r r r r r . r

Check Paintwork...
Check 2 x Blade holder screws in place... .
Check 2 x Length height adj screws
Check 2 x Blade opening grub screws
Check Hole has been tapped for length stop

1x Length Stop rod f i t ted wi th M6 Nut . r r . . . . . r r r . ! ! . . r r ,

1 x Lgngth Stop with M6 thumb Scrgw.r . r . r . , , r . r , r . r . r . . . . .
Note :- Check slide fit of this item
with Length Stop Rod

1 x Pull handle with handle grip
fitted with M16 washer & Nut in place

1xBladeOpeningHandlg . r r r . . . r . r r . . . r . . . .  r r , . . t . r r r r r

I  x  A l lgn  Key for  b ladg scrgws . . , r r r r . . ! ! ! . . . . r r r r . . . . r r . . . . , .

1 x Opp Instructions & 12 Month Guarantee .


